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She’d been christened Titis, and she was a thing of some beauty. Not that I
know much about ocean vessels (nor fare particularly well in them) but the
ship was tethered, the sea was calm and a tour of her — including her gleaming
kitchen — guided by a dashing Mazatleco sea captain, was pretty impressive.
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…Young boys were playing chase-games in the gathering shadows…
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TITIS, ALONG WITH THREE OTHER SPANISH-

made boats join a fleet that now numbers twenty.
Together they make up the largest privately owned
flotilla in the Eastern Pacific Ocean. They belong to the
Pinsa Group of Mazatlán, which fish (mostly) yellowfin
and take the catch from ocean-to-tin-to-shelf in one
enormous, self-sufficient operation.
I knew about shrimp. The Sinaloa state boasts the
biggest shrimping fleet on the Pacific coast. Local
Mazatlán markets bulge with blue buckets of the
beauties, and restaurant menus — from the 52-year-old
El Shrimp Bucket to the spanking new Mazatleca —
devote pages to their preparation. But about Mazatlán’s
tuna I had no clue.
After touring the Pinsa operation, I found myself
drawn to every tuna dish on every menu handed me.
Tuna sashimi and tataki. Tuna ceviche, burritos, burgers.
Tuna-topped guacamole. And at the new beachside
restaurant La Mazatleca — where chef Alan Zamudio
Robles takes traditional Mexican dishes for thoroughly
modern spins — my favourite preparation was a loin of
tuna Robles had bathed in the local Presidio beer mixed
with ‘fermented tortilla juice.’ It’s properly called
Tejuino, an ancient spirit and an acquired taste. Corn
masa, essentially (the dough you’d ordinarily pinch off,
flatten, fry and stuff) but here mixed with water and
raw brown sugar, boiled until thick and dark and gooey,
then left to ferment. I would suggest the beer tamed
the taste of the Tejuino, but the effect on the tuna was
quite splendid, particularly when finished with a rich
butter sauce.

CEVICHE LA MAZATLECA
1 CUT the shrimp and octopus into
medium size pieces. Put in a mixing
bowl along with the cucumber and
red onion. Add the lime juice and salt
and pepper to taste. Mix well to coat
all the ingredients with lime juice.

Cooked Shrimp 8 oz
Cooked Octopus 8 oz
Crab Meat 6 oz
Fresh Scallops 6
Cucumber 1 lb, peeled,
seeded, diced
Red Onion 7 oz, diced
Mayonnaise 4 Tbs
Limes 8, juiced
Avocado 1
Corn Tostadas 6
Salt and Pepper to taste

2 PUT a tostada on a plate and spread
with mayonnaise. Top with a layer
of crab meat then a mound of the
mixed seafood. Garnish with slices
of avocado and a sliced scallop. Add
a little more lime juice and salt and
pepper if you like. Repeat with the
remaining tostadas.

PHOTOS THIS SPREAD CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT Boys of El Quelite; Vendor outside
market; Los Laureanos performer; Dona Rosita;
Honey at the market; Banda band El Quelite;
Crooner at Los Laureanos; Lunch at Los Laureanos.
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We were meant to have a very light lunch at La Mazatleca,
before honouring a commitment to attend tortilla-making school at
Doña Rosita’s. But chef Robles was keen to stuff us silly and it was
late in the afternoon when we bumped down the dirt road to the
village of Puerta de Canoas, tardy for class. Still, the greeting was
warm for our errant group. Our task was to mash roasted, blistered
Roma tomatoes and Serrano peppers for a salsa we later dolloped
on the fermented cheese called jocoque, and stuffed in the (madeby-us!) tortillas, savouring the ritual of dining outdoors with new
friends on food we had prepared together.
Rosita’s parting gift was a platter of jamoncillo de leche, burntmilk fudge-like candies, shaped like Hershey’s kisses, some plain,
some rolled in crushed walnuts, all tooth-achingly sweet and
happily devoured.
Young boys were playing chase-games in the gathering
shadows along the leafy town walls of El Quelite. We had arrived
the following day at El Mesón de los Laureanos, a landmark in the
centre of this pretty farming town, some forty minutes north of
Mazatlán. The restaurant’s a boisterous place, cluttered with
antiques, mosaics, and family photographs that speak of the town’s
colonial past. The patriarch of Los Laureanos, Dr Marcos Osuna,
acts as MC for the show his mesón mounts on weekends and
holidays. While we tucked into rustic regional cooking, served
family style, there was non-stop entertainment: an all-boy Banda
band splendid in green; whirling dancers in vibrant dress that blend
traditional mariachi with Bavarian oompah-pah; even a dashing
horse that pranced on the spot for an impressive ten minutes.
Los Laureanos also put on quite a spread: long-simmered stews
of beef, pork, tongue, chunky salsas of various muscularity, bronzed
tortillas warm beneath pumpkin-coloured cloths. There were
purplish-red tamales that looked like Christmas crackers, and
charcoal-grilled quail, plus shredded beef, pork with chiles, fresh
cheeses, nopales and marinated steak, all of which we washed
down with bottomless pitchers of Jamaica — a sweet cranberrycoloured drink made with hibiscus — and a few Presidio.
As luck would have it, hunger returned the next day. A happy
morning wander through the busy alleys of the 100-plus-year-old
Mercado Pino Suarez did the trick, past the tourist traps for trinkets,
the aisles of cheap clothes, the piles of coconut candy, and into the
stalls that sell fruits and vegetables, glistening shrimp and plump
slabs of smoked marlin, meats, herbs, fresh cheeses, bags of spices,
buckets of nuts, seeds and jars of local honey. Spilling beyond the
old roof of the marketplace, the outdoor food carts were doing a
bustling business selling tortillas, roasted salsas and burbling pots
of fragrant stews.
Nothing soothes the chile-ravaged mouth quite like ice cream.
My choice from the paletería stationed just outside the Central
Cathedral was a flavour called Nieve de Leche Quemada — iced
burnt milk. It licked far better than it sounds. Rich, smooth, nutty
and with a profound campfire flavour.
Not far from the market, still in the Zona Dorada (Golden Zone),
we discovered a new shop called Onilikan. In the Nahuatl language,
it means ‘place of liquor.’ We’d had breakfast at the iconic El Shrimp
Bucket, lunch in the market, ice cream by the church… a place of
liquor seemed the logical next stop.
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El Presidio Restaurant
The dining rooms and bar occupy
inside and outside spaces of a
rambling historic home. Much of it
seems a carefully contrived ruin, though the food
is thoroughly modern and the service smart and
kind. Chef Diego Becerra, recently returned from
cooking in Spain, helms the kitchen.
www.elpresidio.mx
El Shrimp Bucket
On the boardwalk, since the sixties, El Shrimp
Bucket has a long and storied past. Order a bucket
of shrimp and a beer and watch the oyster divers
bobbing next to their floating black inner tubes,
pelicans hovering at the ready for scraps.
Olas Altas 11, Centro Mazatlán
Panama Restaurant y Pasteleria
Folk flock to this 40-year-old institution and its
many restaurants and bakeries, particularly for
breakfast/brunch or a quick afternoon pick-me-up
pastry with Mexican coffee. www.panama.com.mx
La Mazatleca
A new thatched-roof beach restaurant where
mom-and-pop diner dishes are taken for
contemporary spins. www.lamazatleca.com

It’s a pretty place, to be sure, and one that felt strangely familiar. I
was sure I’d seen Dora the Distiller, with its gleaming copper tanks,
drums, arms, levers, gauges and portholes, somewhere before. Even
the products Onilikan sells, the line of spirits and liqueurs, looked
familiar. Sure enough, there was a home-connection. Two, in fact. The
ten principals behind this new Mexican business are Canadian. This
was to be a semi-retirement project for a crew of western Canadian
snowbirds keen on a life of some purpose in Mazatlán.
It was to Okanagan Spirits, Western Canada’s oldest craft distillery,
with its own German-built distiller, that the group turned for a bit of
help. A few years the Onilikan-Canadians sent Master Distiller and
founder of Okanagan Spirits, Frank Dieter, a bag of mangoes. Could
he put the Sinaloan fruit through its paces in his Vernon, BC machine,
the still used for turning the famous orchard fruits of Canada’s
Okanagan into world-class liqueurs, spirits and brandies? He did and
it worked. Dieter produced a mango liqueur, helped the group import
the German-made copper pot still to Mazatlán and then came south
to help train Mexican still-master Fernando Chiprot in the science and
art of distilling local fruits into liquid gold. We spent quite a time
touring, sampling and shopping, the upshot of which was a return
trip to the Mercado Pino Suarez. For a second suitcase, necessary for
the Onilikan overflow. A wee nip of mango liqueur, its delicate tropical
flavours so soft, so pronounced, does wonders for a cold Canadian
girl in mid February.

El Meson de Los Laureanos
Take a day trip to the pretty town of El Quelite and
make a meal of the traditional ranch-style Sinaloan
dishes served at this fascinating restaurant.
www.elmesondeloslaureanos.com
El Cuchupetas
A much loved seafood restaurant, its walls
groaning with photos of visiting celebs, found in
the village of Villa Union, about 15 minutes from
Mazatlan. Smoked marlin empanadas a hit. Jesus
Carranza 301, esq. Con Reforma, 82200
Villa Unión, SIN
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El Cid Castilla Beach is in the process
of renovating the guest rooms in their
four resorts from top (which allowed
a magnificent view of Deer Island) to
bottom. By the time you read this, the process
should be complete. No shortage of fun for kids at
Castilla Beach — wonderful pools, play mountains
and structures, along with volleyball, soccer and
mini putt. www.elcid.com

ANNE DESBRISAY is an award-winning
Canadian food writer, restaurant critic, editor
and culinary judge.
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